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	Management (with InfoTrac 1-Semester Printed Access Card), 9780324316599 (0324316593), South-Western College, 2006

	MANAGEMENT, 4th edition by Chuck Williams presents management theory and applications in an engaging narrative style that students will find both enjoyable and illuminating. Williams focuses on the most important management theories and concepts, enhancing and illustrating them with detailed examples and stories that pull students into the reading. Drawing from his experience as an award winning educator, Williams believes that students understand and retain information when it is personally relevant and he includes innovative features that bring all the concepts together. Throughout the text the focus is on two key themes: how managers and organizations make things happen and what really works in today's workplace. Instructors and readers praised the first three editions for their innovative approach and tools that make management both relevant and interesting-the Fourth Edition continues and improves upon this foundation of innovation.
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Multiobjective Genetic Algorithms for Clustering: Applications in Data Mining and BioinformaticsSpringer, 2011

	Clustering is an important unsupervised classification technique where a set of patterns,
	usually vectors in multidimensional space, are grouped into clusters based
	on some similarity or dissimilarity criteria. In crisp clustering, each pattern is assigned
	to exactly one cluster, whereas in fuzzy clustering, each pattern is given a...


		

Ansi/Iso C++ Professional Programmer's Handbook (Que Professional Series)Que, 1999
By that time, hundreds of thousands of people were using the language. C++ compilers were available
for almost every platform. New C++-based frameworks, such as MFC and OWL, had emerged. The
committee had to face enormous pressure from several directions. Some organizations were advocating
new features and extensions to the language...

		

Enterprise SOA : Designing IT for Business InnovationO'Reilly, 2006
Information Technology professionals can use this book to move beyond the excitement of web services and service oriented architecture (SOA) and begin the process of finding actionable ideas to innovate and create business value. In Enterprise SOA: Designing IT for Business Innovation, SAP's...





	

Strategic Intelligence: Business Intelligence, Competitive Intelligence, and Knowledge ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2006
Strategic intelligence (SI) has mostly been used in military settings, but its worth goes well beyond that limited role. It has become invaluable for improving any organization's strategic decision making process. The author of Strategic Intelligence:  Business Intelligence, Competitive Intelligence, and Knowledge Management recognizes synergies...


		

Access HacksO'Reilly, 2005
As part of the Microsoft Office suite, Access has become the industry's leading  desktop database management program for organizing, accessing, and sharing  information. But taking advantage of this product to build increasingly complex  Access applications requires something more than your typical how-to book. What  it calls for is Access Hacks...

		

Color Image Processing: Methods and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2006
Over the last two decades, we have witnessed an explosive growth in both the diversity of techniques and the range of applications of image processing. However, the area of color image processing is still sporadically covered, despite having become commonplace, with consumers choosing the convenience of color imaging over traditional grayscale...
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